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This space is dedicated to understanding the indissoluble link between
mathematic, music and ... biology.
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The STEM group was founded with the aim of helping young people learn
scientific subjects in a dynamic, curious, entertaining and active way.

This lesson highlights the relationship between harmony and its
resonance with property and the laws of numbers.
Leibniz said: "Music is the hidden mathematical exercise of a mind that
unconsciously calculates".
The link between music and mathematics dates back to very ancient
times, and was interrupted with the end of the so-called crossroads,
geometry, astronomy, music or so ...

Use the website www.europeana.eu to search for images and documents that

show the birth of music in the past, and upload them to the drop file. Create a
timeline with discoveries in the music field by research, philosophers,
mathematicians and musicians.

Vassilly Kandinsky is undoubtedly among the best known and most important painters of the 1900s, as well
as being the founder of abstract painting, in fact, Russian was the pioneer of the study of the synesthesia
between sound and color. In his works he always starts from reality and then moves away little by little, the
objects that they describe clearly dissolve into colored spots that become absolute protagonists.
Color is the violin key of his paintings, each color corresponds to a meaning, never random. Beautiful the
meaning that in the work "The spiritual of art" attributes to each color it describes based on the sensations
and emotions they arouse in the viewer, comparing them to musical instruments.
Explore musiclab at https://musiclab.chromeexperiments.com/Kandinsky/
After exploring "strings", https://musiclab.chromeexperiments.com/Strings/com...
find the relationship that exists between the fractions and the string.

EVERYTHING IS NUMBER: you can digitize the SOUND!
https://musescore.org/it is an online platform for music writing.
Explore the program and create rhythmic sequences and expressions.

There is another universal language: DNA, hidden deep within our cells, is the language of life. A
musical score is hidden in our DNA, actually there are 23,000, as many as the different proteins
that live in each cell. The way in which the nucleotides are arranged in sequence is the specific
characteristic of each DNA molecule and provided by the famous "genetic information".
The same thing happens in the language, in which letters are used, or in music, in which the
notes are included, compose the melody. What if the cells listened to a melody while they make

proteins? It is a web application called 'DNAsonification' which transforms DNA sequences into
musical pieces. The idea may seem like a bizarre creative game but with an extremely noble
purpose. http://dnasonification.org/tool.php.

https: //cdn.theconversation.com/audio/796/human-h -....

The core of the music is essentially sound, or the sound phenomenon. There is no sound if there is no
sound source, which has only one thing to do: to vibrate, that is, over time, its position, cyclically
passing through its "zeroes". Examples: in musical instruments the vibrating part can be a struck or
rubbed string, our vocal cords are vibrated by the air coming out of the lungs. Any phenomenon that
causes an "air displacement" (the flapping of a hummingbird's wings, an airplane breaking down the
supersonic barrier, an exploding bomb) is a sound source.

Take a slinky and perform
this laboratory activity in
a group
Create
groups

Represent the
data obtained and
write the relations
that regulate the
quantities
involved

In depth: What is Eco and reverberation?
Video on the physics of eco and reverberation phenomena, made by
ISIS Europe in collaboration with CNR, and published on CNR WEBTV

STEAM.. Why?

Beacuse knowledge is not sectorial stuff

Web and more
Covid emergency has allowed us to understand how asynchronous
learning represents an opportunity

Did everything work out?
Millennials are not always able to master the technologies, when they
do not concern the usual socials or games. they are stunned when they
are asked to creatively use the resources made available on the web.
Furthermore, there is still a substantial digital divide and several pupils
have problems with stable connections or efficient devices. some have
tried to use the mobile phone but the web apps were not fully adapted
to this use.
Our school is still digital oriented and therefore a challenge like this
with strong ict integration was accepted with enthusiasm

Thank you!
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